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Culmination of Extensive Planning
Following 4 years of joint work by Yorkshire Water,
Gurney Environmental and Stantec, the new Aero-
Fac® WwTP at Withernsea is a significant departure
from the past and resolves an issue that can be diffi-
cult to handle with typically considered conventional
wastewater treatment options.

Large Swings in flow and Loading
Yorkshire Water’s new wastewater treatment plant
has been designed to handle a population equivalent
(PE) from 7,100 up to a projected summer tourism
PE of 14,713. The originally considered activated
sludge plant design would have had a difficult time
coping with this type of loading/flow variation and
20-year growth, requiring increased costs and opera-
tional complexity. Gurney Environmental and
Stantec worked with Yorkshire Water to develop York-
shire’s first Aero-Fac® system, a practical, cost-effect-
ive and truly 20-year+ sustainable WwTP designed
to handle the significant loading swings with little
operator attention or typical cost and complexity.

Meeting the Challenges of Climate Change
Aero-Fac® is uniquely suited to cost-effectively meet
the design challenges of projected growth and/or
loading/flow swings, whilst also having an extremely
low carbon footprint, dramatic energy savings, no
sludge production or handling, plus unique energy-
free disinfection, thereby making effluent suitable for
irrigation water re-use or safe-bathing waters
whether discharged to river or sea.

Aero-Fac® systems such as the one constructed at
Withernsea can be designed to sustainably and auto-
matically handle massive flow/loading swings,
and/or extraordinary growth over the life of the
WwTP with little operator involvement or attention.

The Search for Sustainability
Yorkshire Water had spent considerable time and ef-
fort researching various options, but saw excellent
benefits from the well-proven and time-tested Aero-
Fac® technology. Yorkshire Water’s Communications
Advisor John Bond had this to say:

“Our proposal is a step away from traditional
treatment works and means we are opting for a
much greener, more environmentally friendly
option. The new proposal means construction
times will be reduced, traffic movements can be
minimised and once finished, the site will be vir-
tually noise free.

“In addition, visual impacts and the risk of odour
will be greatly reduced. Our existing facility in
Hollym, near Withernsea needs to be replaced as
it is now only 40 metres from the sea due to rapid
coastal erosion in the area. By building a new
treatment facility inland, we’re able to look at
new, alternative options for treating the town’s
wastewater, and we feel Gurney Environmental’s
experience and track record provide us with the
best solution for both ourselves and
our customers for the future.” �

Gurney Environmental provided time-tested technology that offers superior performance & long-term problem resolution.

CLEANWATER
News From – Water & Wastewater Treatment Solutions

Always-on Zero-to-Low
Energy Wind/Electric Aeration

For baseline flow/load

SPECIAL REPORT
Yorkshire Water’s Withernsea WwTP

Early Construction Phase

Load/DO Activated Diffused Air
For peak flow/load

No-maintenance Diffused Air

Yorkshire Water’s 15k PE Withernsea Aero-Fac® WwTP Requires Extraordinary
Flexibility to Handle Projected 2x Summer Tourism Peak Flow and Load.

Stainless Zero-Maintenance Diffused Air Modules
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HOW IT
WORKS

Aeration & Optimisation – Maintaining an
Aerobic “Powerhouse”
Overall, aerobic wastewater processing is faster and
offers other advantages — odour control, disinfec-
tion, better sludge digestion and ammonia-nitrogen
removal. Unfortunately, this is where so many old-
fashioned lagoon-based systems (WSPs) go wrong.
Correctly aerating and “optimising” a facultative-
based lagoon requires a true understanding of the
underlying process and biological inter-dependencies
in order to enjoy the many benefits offered by true
facultative biological processing.

Facultative Biological Processing
For primary treatment, it is critical that the cell
maintain 3 distinct biochemical layers or zones. The
top aerobic zone is the largest and most powerful.
The larger and deeper the zone (VERY important!),
the more raw processing power available. At the bot-
tom, a capped, undisturbed anaerobic layer must
be maintained for steady-state digestion to function.
At the sludge-water interface, a small protective zone
of facultative bacteria operate both aerobically
and anaerobically providing crucial sludge digestion
acceleration and other critical functions.

Critical Biochemical Layering
If these layers are disturbed or overly mixed, the sys-
tem fails! If the entire depth of the upper aerobic
zone is not fully aerobic with positive/surplus DO,
processing power and odour control (through bio-
chemical stripping) is lost. If solids from the sludge
blanket are put into suspension, they will exert an
oxygen demand that can shut down the aerobic pro-
cessing, and the sludge will not fully digest. The
sludge blanket must remain capped/undisturbed to
achieve steady state ongoing anaerobic digestion.

Detention Time
Primary, secondary and possibly a tertiary or polish-
ing stage are designed for approximately 80-85% re-
duction at summer water temperatures (20° C), and
those reductions are both reliable and highly predict-
able. Colder water temperatures are easily offset by
increasing detention times with systems successfully
operating in 1-2° C winter water temperatures. The
warmer the average yearly water temperature, the
faster the biological/biochemical removal rate.

Surface Organic Loading Rate
Natural aeration is provided through photosynthesis
and atmospheric absorption. In colder climates,
non-aerated primary cell loadings should typically
run 20-25 kg BOD/ha/day, while warmer climates
can be loaded at up to 50-75 kg/ha/day. Loadings in

excess of those rates
cause the biology to be-

come dormant (anoxic) and
sluggish, resulting in odours,

sludge accumulations and low
processing rates. By utilising highly

specialised supplemental aeration and
“optimisation” equipment in Aero-Fac®,

higher loadings can be employed with a smaller
footprint. Correct loading rates and detention times
in a design have been proven to provide reliable and
consistent performance in full-sized, successful facil-
ities — not just in experimental systems. Ignoring
basic design rules means that lagoon-based systems
will not perform as well as correctly designed and op-
timised advanced-design lagoons.

Common Aeration Techniques
Traditional lagoon aeration is often far too aggress-
ive resulting in what can be termed a partial or total
mixed primary cell, thus putting solids into suspen-
sion. Breaking down the solids, processing the BOD
and providing odour control simply requires far too
much horsepower and also results in solids carry-

through to the secondary cells. The “solution”
causes serious problems. The system is no longer
truly a facultative lagoon with its associated benefits.

Correct Aeration & Optimisation
Using 40+ years of extensive field work fixing/cor-
recting numerous failing municipal and industrial
WwTPs, and through ongoing research, specialised
aeration and overall process optimisation equipment
were developed that allows for a fully aerobic water
column edge-to-edge throughout the cells — but
without the aggressiveness that destroys the layering.
Surplus DO is maintained
throughout the water column,
but the sludge blanket remains
capped and undisturbed. The
facultative bacteria remain at
the critical sludge/water inter-
face and the oxygen-rich deep
water column provides the time
needed to biochemically strip
the noxious gases. Years of
R&D also found ways to dra-
matically reduce energy costs
for this specialised equipment
in order to accomplish all this
as compared to total or even
partial mix cells.

“True” Cell Loading
Correct cell loading (kg of BOD
/ha/day) is critical in order to
maintain truly aerobic cells.

Unfortunately, many lagoons are designed so that a
bulk of the organic loading is concentrated within
the influent zone with the waste stream short circuit-
ing directly to the effluent structure thus reducing
the actual critical true detention time. Massive over-
loading occurs in that influent-to-effluent stream
whilst huge areas of the cells are dramatically under-
loaded and poorly utilised. The simple addition of
the Gurney Environmental SERIES 3 windpowered
aeration/mixing/optimisation units within the influ-
ent zone and throughout the cell does several critical
things:

1) Disperses the loading from the influent zone,
thereby uniformly loading the entire cell area;

2) Increases true detention time by eliminating
short circuiting, thus increasing removal rates;

3) Improves the DO of the entire water column
without disturbing the critical layering of the cell.

Proper “Advanced” Lagoon Design
Over four decades of research based on solving prob-
lems with hundreds of WwTPs worldwide has resul-
ted in a design philosophy that provides high rate
processing, no odour and complete sludge digestion.

New-build Aero-Fac® systems are designed with the
correct length-to-width ratio, parallel trains of cells
to avoid large, poorly performing cells, and correct/
optimal depth of cells to maintain perfect aerobic
conditions whilst allowing for a smaller footprint.
Decades of experience does make a difference!

100% Complete On-site Treatment
Both Accel-o-Fac® and Aero-Fac® WwTPs provide
complete on-site treatment including the the re-
moval and digestion of all biosolids. Energy and
manpower requirements are a fraction of activated
sludge plants. Maintenance is minimal and capital
equipment lasts far longer. Using 40+ years of in-
tensive R&D into lowering the total life cost of
wastewater treatment, Gurney Environmental has
the experience and proven track record of successes
to provide extremely robust and low CAPEX, OPEX
and TOTEX, truly sustainable systems unmatched in
the industry.�

GurneyEnvironmental.com +44-(0)1553 776202 Email: info@GurneyEnvironmental.com

Conventional aggressive aeration
puts solids in suspension, exerting

additional oxygen demand.

INFLUENT
OVERLOADING

UNDERLOADED
AREAS

UNDERLOADED
AREAS

SHORT CIRCUITING &
NON-UNIFORM LOADING

Systems from Gurney
Environmental
eliminate common
problems with
traditional WSPs by
providing maximised
biological conditions at
extrememly low energy
and manpower costs.

WINDPOWERED AERATION/MIX
Operates 100% of the time with zero-to-low
energy costs. Aero-Fac® WwTP designed so
that these units provide needed O2 for base
flow/loading. Instantly activated by auto-DO probe system

whenever load increases. Diffuser requires no
routine cleaning/maintenance, powered by a
low-wear, low-pressure fan blower.

DIFFUSED AIR SYSTEM

Intaking bottom lowest-DO water increases
oxygen uptake rate and efficiency.

INCREASED TRANSFER EFFICIENCY

Auto Load-Sensing
Operation

TECHNOLOGY

A SHORT EXPLANATION



Errol, Scotland 2001
SHORE MOUNTED LOW-
WEAR FAN BLOWERS

ERROL 2020
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20 Years: No Sludge. No Odour. Low Energy.
The first-in-the-UK Aero-Fac® wastewater treatment
plant was constructed in 2000 in Scotland at
Errol near Dundee. A programme for the construc-
tion of the works and other local sewerage improve-
ments was commissioned at the time by North of
Scotland Water Authority (NoSWA).

Choices That Impact Sustainability
The Errol wastewater treatment system incorporated
what at the time were a number of highly unique
features, not the least of which is a self-digesting
sludge process that requires little pre-screening, sedi-
mentation tanks or clarifiers, no sludge removal,
dewatering or conditioning, and best of all, no routi-
ne sludge disposal and the associated lorry traffic in
and out of the works. All sludge is continuously self
digested within the initial treatment stage.

Another feature of the Aero-Fac® treatment system is
the very low operating cost. The system is unique in
its use of a fully biological process along with wind-
powered SERIES 3® aerators/mixers and a very spe-
cial diffused air aeration system. Overall the system
can operate at about 65-85% less than typical activa-
ted sludge systems.

The Errol works was designed as two stages of treat-
ment carried out in two separate in-series, geomem-

brane lined earthen basins. Total energy require-
ments for the approximately 2,000 population works
is about 11 kW net effective power. With the excellent
winds available at Errol, the operating costs can of-
ten go even lower.

Meeting the Demands of Modern Treatment
The at the time new-to-the-UK Aero-Fac® principle
of wastewater treatment held the promise of an end
to the many concerns regarding sludge disposal me-
thods, costs and regulations, as well as the dilemma
of how to dramatically reduce the cost of providing
wastewater treatment to the public and industry un-
der the then AMP 3 programme. According to Nigel
Morrison, a member of the original NoSWA Project
Team, “Each of those issues were critical in the de-
cision by NoSWA to select Aero-Fac® in order to
provide the highest quality treatment at the lowest
possible cost to the public.”

2021 celebrates 20 years of successful operation for
the Errol facility. According to Robert Dey of Scottish
Water, “The [Aero-Fac®] system offered high pro-
cess performance, but with low OPEX costs compa-
red to a traditional plant, both in terms of
operator attendance, maintenance and power
usage, and in the fact the plant only needed

sludge
removal
at intervals
of several deca-
des. In the 20 years
since the plant was brought into
service, it has indeed had both low maintenance
costs and low operator input. At the last testing, it
has been found to have very low sludge build up
and at this anniversary of its commissioning,
there has had to be no consideration of emptying
to remove sludge build-up. We have never had
any odour complaints at Errol.”

Dey continued, “In tandem, it has given consistent
performance with a 100% record in terms of
compliance with consent conditions. Another im-
portant element of the Aero-Fac® system was low
energy costs and with the wind-driven SERIES 3
aerators augmenting the mains-powered blowers,
it has reduced the potential energy costs. Although
it was not such a high consideration 20 years ago,
Errol also supports Scottish Water’s moves to beco-
ming carbon neutral.”

Dey went on to say, “The Aero-Fac® system also
uses much less concrete than traditional forms of
construction, with much of the material dug out
to form the two ponds being re-used to form their
wall structure. The aforementioned reduction in
OPEX costs and the renewable energy element
means that in both CAPEX and OPEX terms, the
Aero-Fac® system accords with Scottish Water’s
carbon-neutral vision.” �

Total capital cost recapture through dramatically lower 20-year OPEX.

GurneyEnvironmental.com +44-(0)1553 776202 Email: info@GurneyEnvironmental.com

Construction and 20-year
Operating Cost

$2 mil

$1 mil

$3 mil

Other

$2.7 mil

$0.7 mil

Construction Cost

$25 mil

$50 mil

Existing

$50 mil

$35 mil
$2 million

savings over
20 years

20-year Operating Cost

Cost comparison information based on actual construction projects and was compiled in 2004 and shown in US Dollars.

$50 mil

$100 mil

Existing

$106 mil

$10 mil$25 mil

$111 million
savings over
20 years

Construction and 20-year
Operating Cost

$30 mil

$10 mil

$50 mil

Refurb

$44.6 mil

$20.1 mil

$24.5 million
savings over
20 years

2,000 Population Equiv.
New build. Compared to standard
activated sludge option.

90,000 Population Equiv.
New build. Compared to expansion
of existing trickling filter plant.

400,000 Population Equiv.
New build. As compared to an existing same-size activated
sludge plant built in 1998.

Gurney Environmental Aero-Fac® Technology
Why are we known globally as a highly competitive technology?
The cost to treat wastewater for cities and industries is a major concern worldwide. Our
wastewater technologies offer a lower construction cost and up to 90% lower ongoing operating
costs than most other popular treatment solutions. These examples illustrate the cost savings.

Aero-Fac® Aero-Fac® Aero-Fac® Aero-Fac®

FIRTH
OF TAY

20-Year Track Record of Outstanding Performance
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Yorkshire Water’s new
Withernsea WwTP requires
extraordinary flexibility to handle
projected 2x summer tourism peak
flow and loading. Aero-Fac® is designed
to handle the job with little operator input.

Designing an Automated,
Low-energy, 2x Flow & Load WwTP

Withernsea 15,000 pe WwTP
Primary Treatment

Secondary Treatment

The Requirement to Design For Large
Swings in Flow & Loading
Yorkshire Water’s new wastewater treatment plant is
required to handle an off-season population equival-
ent (PE) from 7,100 up to a projected summer tour-
ism PE of 14,713. The originally considered activated
sludge plant design would have had a difficult time
coping with this type of loading and flow variation
plus any 20-year growth, requiring increased costs
and operational complexity.

Gurney Environmental and Stantec worked with
Yorkshire Water to develop their first Aero-Fac® sys-
tem, a truly cost-effective and sustainable WwTP de-
signed to handle the significant flow and loading
swings with little operator attention or typical initial
capital or ongoing operating cost and complexity.

Meeting the Challenge
Aero-Fac® systems such as the one constructed for
Yorkshire Water at Withernsea can be designed to
easily and sustainably handle routine massive flow/
loading swings, and/or any unanticipated or large
growth over the life of the WwTP, all without oper-
ator intervention or extraordinary initial capital or
ongoing operating costs. The various Aero-Fac® and
Accel-o-Fac® systems on offer from Gurney Environ-
mental are unique in their ability to sustain very
large variations of flow/load in any period whether
in a 24-hour, weekly, monthly or annual period.

How Does the Unique Aero-Fac® System
Handle Massive Flow & Load Swings?
Part of the unique nature of the system is the longer
retention time of the cells, combined with the ability
to operate at low flows/loads with little OPEX.

• The no-maintenance all-stainless diffused air
system is designed to normally be in the off-
state, activated automatically by a dissolved
oxygen monitor only when required by in-
creased oxygen demand/load. The diffusers are
self-cleaning and require virtually no routine
maintenance. The low-pressure fan blowers
have a very low wear factor with minor ongoing
routine maintenance.

• The Aero-Fac® WwTP is also equipped with
continuous operation low-energy wind/electric
powered SERIES 3 aerator/mixers that provide
constant aeration and balanced loading
throughout the treatment cells with zero-to-low
energy costs. These units provide the supple-
mental oxygen and overall cell optimisation for
early-years or off-peak low-flow/load situations.

• During periods when oxygen demand exceeds
the SERIES 3’s capability, the diffused air sys-
tem automatically kicks in to handle larger
flows/loads when and if needed. All this hap-
pens without operator intervention or attention.

Enhanced, Lower-cost Disinfection
As another example of a “greener”, lower mainten-
ance and cost approach, the UV system typically re-
quired by the Environment Agency was engineered
out of the Withernsea WwTP as a result of monitor-
ing carried out by Stantec at other Aero-Fac®

wastewater treatment plants around the UK that
demonstrated that the wwtp had met the discharge
requirements without the need for UV. The unique
combination of inherent disinfection provided by sta-
bilisation ponds, enhanced by the continual gentle
mixing provided by the windpowered SERIES 3 aer-
ator/mixers ensure that cell contents are repeatedly
exposed to the sun for natural UV kill. This benefit
combined with longer retention/stabilisation times
produces an effluent that is safe for irrigation reuse,
which according to the EU and various articles and
papers on climate change, is going to be needed in
the future. This also has the advantage where

wastewater treatment systems can operate
with better disinfection capabilities and
yet require smaller or even no tertiary
disinfection with less OPEX.

Gurney Environmental Design
Assistance
Whether for a new-build design or to up-
grade/improve existing systems, Gurney
Environmental’s highly experienced
Design Assistance Department can offer
decades of specialised expertise and ex-
perience. Our focus is to deliver the most
carbon-neutral, lowest CAPEX and 20-
year OPEX WwTP possible. �

The Aero-Fac® system has been proven over years of
operation to produce highly stabilised effluent suitable for
either reuse as irrigation or disposal to rivers or the sea.

GurneyEnvironmental.com +44-(0)1553 776202 Email: info@GurneyEnvironmental.com

Highly Stabilised Effluent

Windpowered Aeration
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Odour
Elimination

Decades of Proven WwTP Odour Elimination
Frankly, Sewage Smells!
Lets face it — sewage smells! And so does the anae-
robic decomposition of solids in the lower portion of
a treatment cell. Methane, hydrogen sulphide, am-
monia — all can bubble up and escape the water
column impacting the nearby adjacent areas, thus
becoming neighbour unfriendly. Strong odour from
WwTPs reinforce the NIMBY feeling regarding place-
ment of WwTPs.

Can a Modern WwTP Really be Odour Free?
For decades, the technology and experience em-
ployed by Gurney Environmental has solved extraor-
dinary odour problems at existing industrial and
municipal treatment plants, whilst newly constructed
Gurney Environmental treatment plants have ex-
perienced no odour issues, even when located
near residential areas. In fact, visitors to these
Gurney Environmental WwTPs often remark that
they cannot believe they are actually standing
next to a treatment cell containing sewage!

How Aero-Fac® Controls Odour
By maintaining a deep, fully aerobic column of wa-
ter with surplus dissolved oxygen, along with gentle
but thorough mixing, incoming sub-surface sewage
is buffered with strong oxygen levels and highly dilu-
ted due to the longer retention times and mixing in-
volved. Even strong septic influent will not generate
odour if introduced below water.

When the biosolids settle out and begin anaerobic di-
gestion, as the noxious gasses begin to rise, the deep
water column is fully aerobic with surplus dissolved
oxygen. Thus a combination of both biological (ae-

robic bacteria) and chemical buffering or stripping
removes the offensive odour. The net result is that
even standing on the banks of an Aero-Fac® WwTP,
it would be difficult to detect any typical odour issue.

Even with sudden peak or storm flows, the buffering
provided by the longer retention times and DO-acti-
vated diffused air systems fully control odour. The re-
sult is that many of these systems have incorporated
septic reception stations for local wastewater haulers.
Those septic injections are completely controlled and
do not upset the processing nor create any odour is-
sues.

Meeting the Demands of Modern Treatment,
as Proven Over the Past 20 Years
2021 celebrates 20 years of successful operation for
the Errol, Scotland WwTP. The at the time new-to-
the-UK Aero-Fac® principle of wastewater treatment
held the promise of an end to the many concerns re-
garding odour, sludge disposal methods, costs and

regulations, as
well as the dilemma
of how to dramatically re-
duce the cost of providing wastewater treatment to
the public and industry under the then AMP 3 pro-
gramme. Nigel Morrison, a member of the NoSWA
Project Team at the time, had this to say: “Each of
those issues were critical in the decision by NoSWA
to select Aero-Fac® in order to provide the highest

quality treatment at the lowest possible cost to
the public.”

According to Robert Dey of Scottish Water, “The
[Aero-Fac®] system offered high process perfor-
mance, but with low OPEX costs compared to a

traditional plant, both in terms of operator atten-
dance, maintenance and power usage, and in
the fact the plant only needed sludge removal at
intervals of several decades. In the 20 years since
the plant was brought into service, it has indeed
had both low maintenance costs and low operator
input.”

Dey Continued, “At the last testing it has been
found to have very low sludge build up and at
this [20th] anniversary of its commissioning, there
has had to be no consideration of emptying to re-
move sludge build-up. We have never had any
odour complaints at Errol.” �

Total and permanent control of odour, even with septic wastewater inputs.

Wastewater Treatment Plant

Anoxic Upper Biochemical
Processing Zone

• Loading too high • Surface Fats, Oil & Grease
• Thermal Stratification

Septic Primary Stage.
Accel-o-Fac®WwTP
upgrade quickly
eliminated odour.

15+ years as a friendly
neighbour with no

odour or noise issues.

Odour-free Aero-Fac® for Northumbrian Water

Issues that can cause odour

Sewage odour can be biochemically buffered or stripped
by providing an oxygen-rich water column with suffi-
cient DO and depth. Sewage enters under water.

Holkham, UK WwTP

Experiences 10x Peak Flows
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Aero-Fac®, Accel-o-Fac®, STS®&
PTS®Wastewater Treatment Systems

Nitro-Fac® Ammonia Removal System

SERIES 3 Wind/Electric Aerator/Mixer

SERIES 5 ‘Tarantula’ Electric Surface
Aerator/Mixer

WEARS ResMix Mixing System ‘Source
Management’ for Reservoirs

WEARS Resmix Vital for Covered
Reservoirs

TYTAN® Titanium Algae Management
System

Water and Wastewater Treatment Systems
available from Gurney Environmental

48 Bergen Way, North Lynn Industrial Estate
King’s Lynn, Norfolk PE30 2JG UK

T: +44-(0)1553-776202
E: info@GurneyEnvironmental.com • W: GurneyEnvironmental.com

Less Construction Time & Complexity Can
Reduce Overall Costs and total CAPEX
A significant advantage of the systems offered by
Gurney Environmental is that they typically require
far less complex construction, less concrete and
structural work, plus less time than other options.
The result is the ability to build or retrofit a WwTP in
far less time with less cost and related complexities.

According to Robert Dey of Scottish Water regarding
the now-proven sustainability of the Aero-Fac®

WwTP built at Errol back in 2000, “The Aero-Fac®

system also uses much less concrete than traditio-
nal forms of construction, with much of the mate-
rial dug out to form the two ponds being re-used
to form their wall structure. The aforementioned
reduction in OPEX costs and the renewable ener-
gy element means that in both CAPEX and OPEX
terms, the Aero-Fac® system accords with Scottish
Water’s carbon-neutral vision.”

Simple Cut & Fill Earthen Basins
Full processing of the wastewater is typically provided
by two stages of treatment within geomembrane-
lined earthen basins. Excavated earth is used to con-

struct the embankments, often requiring neither fill
being brought in nor cut removed from the site.

Concrete structures are used for influent, effluent
and transfer structures, as well as footings/pads for
the kiosks, aeration equipment and baffle curtains.

Minimal Construction Steps
Construction of a sophisticated, carbon-neutral and
sustainable WwTP is accomplished with less time
and complexity. Summarised steps include:

• Site prep, grubbing. Connection prep for elec-
trical, influent and effluent.

• Earth excavation and embankment construc-
tion. Control building/kiosk site prep.

• Influent, effluent, transfer structures, footings
for diffuser modules, baffle walls, blowers, etc.

• Install diffuser modules, posts. Optional un-
der-drainage, monitoring.

• Geomembrane underlayment and liner.

• Fill the cells, install floating and shore equip-
ment. Site finishing, landscaping. Final test-
ing. Startup operations.

The Gurney Environmental Team Assists &
Manages Equipment Assembly and Final
Commissioning, Training
During construction, commissioning, startup and
initial operations, qualified Gurney Environmental
personnel provide guidance and assistance at every
step. Supervision of key equipment assembly, place-
ment and installation assures that construction pro-

gresses smoothly and accurately. QA checks through-
out the process assure final WwTP performance.

Operations and maintenance training are provided,
as well as ongoing advice and support during the
initial operations period, all designed to assure excel-
lent performance
of the new
WwTP.
�

BAFFLE CURTAIN

AERO-FAC DIFFUSER

EFFLUENT

INFLUENT

""AAEERRAATTEEDDAAEERROOBBIICC""

SSEECCOONNDDAARRYYTTRREEAATTMMEENNTTCCEELLLL
SURFACE AREA: 1.932Ha.

OPERATING DEPTH:4.6m

FREEBOARD: 1.0m

INTERNAL SIDESLOPE:3:1

VOLUME: 71,230cu.m
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AIR HEADER

SERIES3
AERATOR/MIXER

AERO-FAC
BLOWER KIOSK

SERIES3
ACCESS PLATFORM

00 50 100m

All information contained in this drawing is
confidential property of Gurney Environmental
Ltd. and cannot be partially or completely
reprodued or re-transmitted in any form to
third parties or used for any commercial gain

without the specific written authority of
Gurney Environmental Ltd.

All rights reserved.

48 Bergen Way, North Lynn Industrial Estate
King's Lynn Norfolk PE30 2JG United Kingdom
T: +44-1553 776202 • E: Info@GurneyEnvironmental.com
W: www.GurneyEnvironmental.com
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DESIGN POPULATION: winter: 7,100
summer: 14,713(2030)

DESIGNAv. Flow: winter: 2,790cu.m/day
summer: 2,550cu.m/day

BOD INFLUENT: winter: 154mg/l
BOD LOAD 431kg/d
BOD INFLUENT: summer: 349mg/l
BOD LOAD 893kg/d

TSS INFLUENT: winter: 200mg/l
TSS LOAD 559kg/d
TSS INFLUENT: summer: 444mg/l
TSS LOAD 1,135kg/d

AMM INFLUENT: winter: 19mg/l
AMM LOAD 52kg/d
AMM INFLUENT: summer: 43mg/l
AMM LOAD 109kg/d
Winter Design calculated fromBlack and Veatch Report
Summer Design supplied by MWH/Stantec email 20/02/17

Faster, Less Complex Design Reduces
Construction Time and Capital Costs.

General arrangement of the 15,000 pe Aero-Fac®
WwTP at Withernsea for Yorkshire Water.

Excavation
used for

embankments

Installation of geomembrane liner

Assembly of the stainless, no-maintenance diffused air modules


